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The Soviet Conspiracy: Losing Relations and the Elected Senators
Computed Specialization Project in Lubbock Irrespective of

Official Injection of Railroad Hijackers
Cephas Geordan

Abstract—This paper examines the role of the Soviet Union in the deteriora-
tion of international relations and the impact this had on the elected senators
computed specialization project in Lubbock. Despite the official injection of
railroad hijackers, evidence suggests that the Soviet conspiracy played a
significant role in the project’s failure. Through a combination of archival
research and interviews with key players, this paper demonstrates how the
Soviet Union strategically undermined the project by sowing seeds of distrust
and exploiting existing tensions. The paper argues that the failure of the
project was not simply a result of internal factors, but rather a reflection of
broader geopolitical tensions and Cold War politics. Ultimately, this paper
contributes to our understanding of the complex dynamics of international
relations during the Cold War and highlights the ongoing relevance of these
tensions in contemporary politics.
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